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QUESTION OF
THE WEEK:

“WHO IS AT FAULT
FOR THE SHUTDOWN OF THE
FEDERAL GOV ERNMENT: PRESI DENT TRUMP OR
DEMOCRATS IN
CONGRESS? WHY
OR WHY NOT?”

“Number 45
(Trump) is at fault.
No president before
him has ever shut
down the federal
government to get
his way. This is hurtGEORGE
ing a lot of people MATTHEWS
who work for the
federal government, especially the air traffic
control people. No particular party is at fault.
He is a disgrace to this country.”

“President Trump is
responsible for the
government shutdown. He made a
campaign promise
to his base to build a
wall on the Mexican
JAMES
border. This has
SMITH
nothing to do with
drugs and people of color crossing the border. Drugs are coming from the ports and airports.”

“(The) fault
for the shutdown is
President
Trump and KIMBERLY
the Republi- JOHNSON
cans. Not the Democrats.”

“President Trump
is all about himself and turning
the races against
each other. His
racism against
people of color is
VI
his goal to deHAWKINS
stroy America.
Someone needs to inform him that the
White House he live in was built by
slaves.”
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...THE STATE
OF OUR
COMMUNITY’S
HEALTH!

Bria Grant was one of the
“chefs” (moderators) who
helped keep participants focused and on task.

L A R G E S T

A F R I C A N

A M E R I C A N

As Grant looks on, one of
the “cafe’” participants
reads off what her group
thought should be done to
improve the state of health
in the community.

How the community and Ascension Wisconsin, one of two primary
healthcare providers in Milwaukee’s Black community, can work together to address the health issues and needs facing the community
was on the “menu” during a “community conversation” held recently
at Ascension St. Joseph, 5000 W. Chambers St. The community event
was open to area residents, especially those who live around the St.
Joseph campus. Using a cafe’ theme, the “chefs” asked conversation
participants: what does a healthy community look like? What needs to
change in order to create a healthy community? And what projects Ascension should champion to better serve the community? A similar
community conversation was held on the southside at Ascension St,
Francis.—Photos by Yvonne Kemp

Nurses group holds annual
prayer breakfast at Aurora Sinai

Former city of Milwaukee Health Commissioner Dr. Patricia McManus (pictured above at top of stairs, second from right) poses with fellow nurses and members of the Milwaukee Chapter of the National Black
Nurses Association (MCNBNA) during its 39th annual prayer breakfast held recently at Aurora Sinai Medical
Center on North 12th Street. The theme of this year’s prayer breakfast was: “Nurses Through Prayer Can
Change A Community- ‘Working Together.’” The event is used by the MCNBNA to set the tone for the year
and establish a united commitment to serve the community. —Photo by Yvonne Kemp
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N E W S P A P E R

50 years after
housing marches,
city remains U.S.
most segregated

Compiled by MCJ Editorial Staff
Despite a modest decline in Black/White neighborhood segregation in 12 major American cities since
the beginning of the new millennium, a recent survey
by the U.S. Census Bureau revealed it still remains
high in northern metropolitan areas, including Milwaukee, which topped the list.

Interestingly, since the release of the survey results, which was carried
by national media, there has been no public response by Milwaukee politicians, clerics, or community activists about the report.
According to a report on the Census survey by the Brookings Institute
titled, “Black/White segregation edges downward since 2000, census
shows,” written by William H. Frey, a senior fellow with the Metropolitan
Policy Program, Black/White segregation levels in metropolitan areas,

Source: William H. Frey analysis of 2000 Census, and 20132017 multiyear American Community Survey (released December 6, 2018). Graphic courtesy of the Metropolitan Policy
Program at Brookings.

which were very high through the middle part of the 20th century, began
to decline, especially in growing parts of the country like Atlanta and Dallas, where African Americans were relocating due to less housing discrimination.
By the early 2000s, the highest levels of segregation continued to exist
in northern metro areas where Black population growth had levelled off
and new development was sparse.
Even in 2000, three metro areas (which includes Milwaukee at number
two at 83.3) had segregation indices exceeding 80, and nine more registered indices over 70. In metropolitan areas like Detroit, Milwaukee, and

Marshall High School to host the
2019 staging of “We are the Drum”

(continued on page 7)

“Revive, Restore, Respect!” is the theme of this year’s highly anticipated production of “We
Are the Drum 2019” by CAPITA Productions. The production will be staged at Marshall High
School, 4141 North 64th St. CAPITA stands for “City at peace in the Arts.”
“We Are the Drum” is an educational, entertaining, high-energy, professionally produced show
using powerful singing, poetry, dance and inspiration that celebrates 300 years of our people’s
rich heritage, history and culture; past, present and future.
The show’s cast consists of a diverse group of talented actors, actresses, singers, and dancers
ranging from age five to 70. “We Are the Drum 2019” promises to leave a positive and lasting
impact on every audience that views it. They will leave the show revived, restored and respecting
all mankind.
Because of its historic support of the Underground Railroad, First Congregational UCC will
be honored by CAPITA. The entire congregation of First Congregational is expected to be in attendance for the February 16th show.
There will be a special community show on February 7, at 7p.m. Donations for that show will
be accepted. All other shows are slated to run February 15, 16, 22, and 23 starting at 7 p.m.,
(continued on page 7)
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CHANGE
IS GOOD

This past year, we
unraveled many
things pertaining to
our newborns and
growing toddlers.

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER’S
SUPPORT OF DR. MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR.
CELEBRATION TO BE
RECOGNIZED AT
SURPRISE CEREMONY

Milwaukee Public Schools and the Marcus Center
for the Performing Arts will honor a local high
school teacher’s long-standing support of the annual
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration.
Currently a teacher at MPS' Rufus King International Baccalaureate High School on Milwaukee’s
North Side, this teacher has been a Milwaukee Public Schools' educator since 1998.
During this time she has diligently worked with
students teaching about the life and beliefs of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. The teacher will be surprised with a plaque, flowers, and tickets to an upcoming show at the Marcus Center for the
Performing Arts.
This year will mark the 35th Annual Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration in Milwaukee
– one of just two cities that have celebrated the holiday annually since 1984.
The celebration will take place at the Marcus Center on Sunday, January, 20 at 1 p.m. and is free and
open to the public.
The event is sponsored by Forest County
Potawatomi Foundation, Brewers Community
Foundation, Inc., BMO Harris Bank, Islamic Society of Milwaukee, Milwaukee Bucks, Milwaukee
Public Schools Foundation, Inc., Aurora Health
Care, Landmark Credit Union, Educator’s Credit
Union, and Hayat Pharmacy.

We learned so much about
how quickly they grow and
what kind of love, education
and attention they require.
As the children never stop
growing, we never stop educating.
Milwaukee Community
Journal would like to invite
you all to join us once more,
as we discuss and break
down the lives, developmental growth and even taboo
topics in which our tweens,
teens and young adults will
soon experience.
For information and education on emotional, cognitive,
social and physical development our tweens, teens and
young adults experience,

please continue to read, subscribe and get involved in
your community, as well as,
your youth’s growth.
For those who don’t know,
tweens usually range between the ages of 10 and 12.
Around this time, they experience a lot of change.
Hormonal, emotional and
physical adjustments are beginning to emerge from the
child who was once a newborn baby.
Today we are going to dive
right into one of the first aspects of this developmental
stage and that is, change.
Change is good but most of
us are afraid of it. Why? It’s
probably because when we
are comfortable, any form of
disruption toggles the brain.
With brain toggling, comes
emotional and internal questioning.
In the case of your 10 year
old, this transition can be a
bit overwhelming.
While some tweens begin
to look and act more mature,
others remain more childlike. This can be a physical
or mental thing.
Understanding the transition that your child is experiencing is imperative to
successfully being able to
communicate with your
tween.
During this change some
growing variations may happen.
For instance, girls tend to
grow at a faster pace, while
boys usually delay in growth,
resulting in the possibility of

being towered over, when
standing next to the counter
opposite gender.
This dissimilarity can usually make your 10 year old
feel insecure, or embarrassed
because they may feel out of
place.
After all, the natural thing
to do is to worry about
whether or not they’re growing too fast or just not fast
enough.
We must all understand
that change can be scary.
Whether you are eating
dinner with your family, or
having a one on one with
your tween, be sure to ask
them how they feel.
Proactively showing your
concern or interest in them
will help them realize that
you understand what they are
going through.
The last thing we want is
for our tweens to feel unrelatable.
As we continue our conversation about change, think
about a few things you’ve
noticed with your child as
they hit these prime ages.
If you have a specific question, comment or topic,
please email me at Paishance.mcjatlanta@gmail.co
m.
I would love to hear from
you!
Thank you for reading! I
look forward to next week’s
discussion.
Paishance Welch
Tweens, Teens
& Young Adults

A

Bucks “break” one game
“losing streak” with big win
over the Atlanta Hawks

Article and photo by Donnell Suggs

ATLANTA, GA.- The Bucks losing streak will end at one game following a 133-114 victory over the
Hawks on Mike Budenholzer’s return to Atlanta on Sunday afternoon.
Giannis Antetokounmpo, back in the
lineup after missing the Bucks 113106 loss in Washington on Friday,
scored 33 points on 9-17 from the
field (14-19 from the free throw line)
to lead the Bucks to their 30th victory
of the season.
“Day games are not always easy
but it was a pretty decent consistent
effort for all four quarters,” said Budenholzer after the game. “After the
first quarter when they had 32 points
I thought our defense was better.”
On returning to Atlanta the scene
of his most recent success Budenholzer said, “It’s good to come back
and see some familiar faces. The fans
here were very good to me and I’m
very appreciative of them.”
The Bucks forced the Hawks into
24 turnovers (to their 14) during the
game with DeAndre’ Bembry leading Atlanta with six. “I thought the
activity on the ball hopefully created
some of those turnovers,” said Budenholzer who is now 2-0 against his
former team.
The Bucks got 10 points from
Khris Middleton (17 points and 11
rebounds) and nine from Antetokounmpo to take a 35-32 lead after the
first quarter. Malcolm Brogdon (14
points), an Atlanta native, scored
eight points during the period including a three-pointer with a few seconds remaining to give Milwaukee
the lead. The Bucks went into halftime with a 64-55 lead courtesy of
Antetokounmpo who scored the
team’s final eight points of the quarter.
On his double-double Middleton
said, “I was able to get to the paint a

lot and I got great looks and was aggressive.”
The Bucks defense made a point to
keep a hand in the face of Hawks
shooters during the first half, forcing
Atlanta into a 6-20 three-point shooting first half (Milwaukee went 4-13
from 3 during the first half).
Milwaukee would take their
largest lead of the game, 85-73, on
consecutive 3’s from Brook Lopez (
nine points before fouling out) and
D.J. Wilson (five points during the
third quarter).
With less than two minutes to play
and Atlanta creeping within seven
points at 88-81 following two baskets
from DeAndre’ Bembry and a pair of
free throws from rookie point guard
Trae Young (26 points and 10 assists), Antetokounmpo added three
frees Brogdon scored on a fast break,
and George Hill (11 points and three
assists off the bench) added a layup
to put the Bucks ahead by double-figures again at 95-83.
Future Hall of Famer Vince Carter
opened the fourth quarter for Atlanta
with a 3, his first of the game to that
point, but Eric Bledsoe (24 points
and 10 assists) countered that strike
with a 3 of his own along with another by Hill moments later to put the
Bucks ahead 104-90 at the 9:28 mark
of the fourth quarter. Milwaukee
would retain a lead of 10 or more for
the remainder of the game.
Despite the 19-point victory the
Bucks were outrebounded 54-39
tonight.
“The bigs did a great job of helping the guards out in the paint and we
have to do a better job of boxing out
their man,” said Bledsoe.”
Budenholzer agreed that the rebounding duties don’t just fall to the
big men. “I think our guards have to
get in there and help. We were just

New Positive Thinking Talk
Show Hits the Airwaves

A Brand New You encourages
empowerment in the face of adversity

Darryll Fortune, a veteran corporate
communicator,
recently
launched ‘A Brand New You,’ a talk
show that helps individuals think and
act positively during challenging
times in life. The program tackles
topics from career decisions, to
lifestyle, family and financial topics
relevant to a wide-range of society.
“Most adults, young adults and
teens have had to overcome some adversity in life,” said Fortune. “A
Brand New You takes on these intrapersonal challenges, dissects them
and provides feedback on how the inDarryll Fortune
dividual and their families can move
forward and improve their quality of life.”
The weekly program airs on Mondays at 3p.m. on radio station WNOV
860 AM and W291CX 106.5 FM. WNOV is an urban adult contemporary
station that targets a predominantly African American audience in Southeast
Wisconsin. It also airs on Darryll L. Fortune Facebook Live.
A Brand New You guests have included Lisa McCants co-founder of Steppin’ With the Stars, former Green Bay Packer George Koonce, author and
spoken word artist Kwabena Antoine-Nixon, among others.
“I like to think of it as Chicken Soup for the African American Soul on the
radio,” Fortune explained. “Guests have shared their battles with depression,
divorce, breast cancer survival, isolation, financial ruin and more.
They have also shared how they have overcome challenges and prospered
by relying on their faith and a trusted network of family and friends.”
Fortune has more than three decades of experience in corporate communications and is CEO of SmallFortune Public Relations and Marketing, a consulting firm focused on helping organizations effectively communicate to
their stakeholders. He also serves as chairman of The Edmonds Tennis and
Education Foundation, a nonprofit youth development organization dedicated
to teaching the game of tennis to provide academic and athletic opportunities
for under-resourced youth throughout eastern North Carolina. The Edmonds
Tennis and Education Foundation is a subsidiary of the Willow Creek Tennis
Retreat, LLC based in Henderson, North Carolina.

kind of standing and watching.”
The Bucks will return home on
Tuesday to host the Miami Heat.

Buck Shots:
• The Bucks have scored 120 points
or more in seven of their last 13
games including tying a season high
with 144 at home against the Hawks
on January 4.
• Antetokounmpo has 11 games of
25 or more points with 15 or more rebounds this season. He finished the
game on Sunday with just six rebound. He also earned a technical
foul after arguing an illegal screen
call early in the fourth quarter.
• Milwaukee head coach Mike Budenholzer is one of four former Atlanta Hawks coaches (along with
Hubie Brown, Mike Fratello and
Lenny Wilkens) to win the NBA
Coach of the Year award. Budenholzer won the award while leading
Atlanta to the only 60-win season in
franchise history.
• Brogdon scored 14 points,
grabbed four rebounds and added
four assists in 27 minutes to continue
his string of strong games in his
hometown. “It feels good to be back
in familiar territory and back around
my family in Atlanta,” said Brogdon
postgame.
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Taking a BIG step!

Graduates of WRTP/BIG STEP’s ELMS (Electrical Assembly Apprenticeship Readiness training program proudly show off their certificates of completion during a recent ceremony at WRTP/BIG
STEP’s facility on Wisconsin Avenue. The graduates are (standing, left to right): Kertis Owens,
Sekima Patterson, Abdi Contreras, Novia Parish, Jaquan Dotstry, and Alameen Amir. With the grads
are WRTP/BIG STEP officials and trainers (seated, left to right): trainer Otis Dunning, trainer Joseph
Nicosia, Krista Szallai, representing DRS Naval Power Systems; and Willie C. Wade, president/CEO
of Employee Milwaukee.—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

HOLIDAY WEDDING!

On December 22, Valerie Cross and Murphy L. Jamerson (pictured inset at left and above with wedding court) had their wedding ceremony at the House of Prayer Church, located 1747 N.
12th St. The wedding was attended by family and friends with a
wonderful reception at Aliotos restaurant. Photos by Kim A. Robinson

Bethesda Baptist accepting applications for new pastor

Bethesda Baptist Church
is now accepting resumes
for the position of pastor.
Interested area Baptist
ministers should submit
their resumes to church
administrator Doris Rogers
at 2909 N. 20th St. For
more information, call 414442-1323, or send your
email to bethesda.baptist@sbcglobal.net.

All Saints program to examine
the role of Africa in Christianity
In celebration of Black History Month, you are cordially invited to The Role of Africa in Christianity, Part
2 on Saturday, February 2, at 8:30 a.m. to 12 Noon at All
Saints Catholic Church - Parish Hall, 4051 N. 25th Street,
Milwaukee.
Sponsored by the All Saints Formation and Human
Concerns Commissions, the focus of this program will
be on Africa and the Bible; we will explore the cultural,
linguistic and geographic landscapes in relationship to
the development of the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures

aka Old and New Testaments.
Our goal is to create awareness that Africans have been
part and parcel of the History of Salvation as we Christians know it.
The press release and flyer are attached to this message. Please RSVP by January 25th to Dr. Rosemary
Murphy - 414.444.5610 so that we can plan for your participation.
This will be an interactive presentation. Spread the
word! All are welcome!

FIRST
SUNDAY

The NEW MCJ Weekend
focus on the news and
views in Milwaukee’s
Faith-Based Community

Sunday has its
own newspaper

If you have news about your church
and its activities and outreach efforts,
we’d like for you to place it in “First
Sunday,” the new edition to the Weekend Edition that will appear in area
churches on or before the first Sunday
of each month. The information will
also appear on the religious page of
the MILWAUKEE COMMUNITY JOURNAL. This new focus joins the Weekend Edition focus family, and is part of
our restructured roster of focuses,
which includes: “Family Time,”
“Health & Wellness,” “In The Black”
(business and personal finance).
Below is the list of things we would
like you to include when sending us
your news! Email your event news to:
editorial@milwaukeecommunityjournal.com
We look forward to hearing from you
and putting your “good news” in the
Milwaukee Community Journal.

WHO: (The name of your church)
WHAT: (What religious or non-religious
event are you holding or sponsoring at your
church)
WHERE: (The location of your church [the
address])
WHEN: (Day, Date, and Time)
WHY: (Why is this event being held and the
person or group, in or outside the church,
who will benefit)

PERSPECTIVES

GUEST COMMENTARY

In the wake of ‘Surviving
R. Kelly,’ what we as
Black men can do to hold
ourselves accountable
By Dustin Seibert

This Monday, we’re all still reeling from the most
disgusting Black Twitter event in some time: Lifetime’s Surviving R. Kelly. The network jumped from
a month full of cheesy Christmas movies starring
washed actors to programming that made all of us
want to lay on the shower floor in the fetal position.

R. Kelly’s sexually predatory nature has been the worst-kept secret in
all the land since Bill Clinton was still president, but the documentary was
sobering in that it took six hours over three nights to dive into the sordid
details of his behavior.
It’s a screaming shame that it took the teary-eyed testimonies of Kelly’s
victims and the pleas of parents of girls who, as of the writing of this, remain under his control for folks to finally say, “By golly, he really is a bad
guy!” But I find solace in the belief that, following the documentary, no
record company of repute will, in their right mind, back any new R. Kelly
music.
As is the case with the #MeToo and #TimesUp movements, Surviving
R. Kelly has made me take stock of my personal approach to dating, sex
and women in general. I, like most men, am not a rapist, but I know I can
always do better. Here are a few things for all of us to consider going forward:
Listen to the Woman. Always.
Kells has clearly made a habit of having women do what he wants, their
own desires be damned. Go in the opposite direction and listen when
women tell you they want.
I’ve lost count of how many stories I’ve heard from women about men
who thought they knew what was best for women even when she attempts
to course-correct him, only to be befuddled at their sexual or emotional
dissatisfaction.
Sadly, too many dudes require having a daughter to acknowledge that
selfishness. Like, do you need someone to shoot your mama in the head to
acknowledge that murder is bad?
Be Protective of Our children
Perhaps the most infuriating aspect of a documentary full of infuriating
moments was the number of adults who lead young women into R. Kelly’s
trap while armed with the information that he’s an unwell dude…especially
the guy who chuckled off forging the wedding documents between Kells
and Aaliyah.
It takes a village to keep young people away from predators, and so
many families have that one uncle that everyone knows to not leave alone
with the littles. Even if you think something is awry, speaking up can stop
a predator. And save several lives.
Kill the Oppression Olympics
Black men tend to direct so much misguided support toward the rotten
apples in our bushel. Actual grownups with comprehension skills continue
to defend R. Kelly as the victim of a racist system in which non-Black sexual predators are somehow treated more fairly, disregarding the fact that
he remains free as a bird and that his victims are primarily Black women,
whom “The Man” has historically not given a shit about. There is absolutely no rational defense for Kells’ behavior, so consider not dying on
this wack-ass hill.
Reframe How You View Consensual Sex
A decade and a half after the sex tape trial in which R. Kelly was (mindbogglingly) acquitted, adults of either gender insist that the teenaged girl
who was peed on “clearly wanted it.”
Young teenagers don’t get to have “wants” that they’re not emotionally
equipped to deal with – that’s why we have laws. Who knew their a—hole
from their elbow when they were 14…? I sure didn’t!
The bigger issue – one that goes much deeper than Kells and is at the
heart of #MeToo – is how we view consensual sex. The patriarchy (and a
good amount of rap music by proxy) has damaged our understanding of
what actual consent looks like.
The goal is not to put a woman in a position in which she has to reluctantly agree to sex she doesn’t actually want; this starts with our ability to
(continued on page 7)
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
“Our lives begin to end the
day we become silent about
things that matter.”

A tale of two Martins

Saturday was Martin Delany’s birthday.
No hoopla, speeches or commemorations.

Next week is the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.
The Marcus Center for the Performing Arts downtown will be filled to the brim with a multi-ethnic audience of supposed supporters of the assassinated
African American leader and his dream of a nation of
equality and justice.

There will be poetry and children will recite passages from his speeches.
As a federal holiday, government workers (those still receiving pay checks
by a president who might give lip service to a commemoration) will get the
day off.
Schools and some businesses will close in King’s honor (several others will
exploit his name with a so-called “King Sale”).
So, what is the difference between King and Delany beside the separation
of a millennium?
Both were the preeminent African American leaders of their day. King led
marches and helped strike down Jim Crow laws and helped African Americans gain the right to vote.
King met with presidents, encouraged and lobbied for a new emancipation
proclamation and was a catalyst for social change and moral righteousness.
Delany also met with the president of his era, fought to end slavery (with
a gun in one hand and a Bible in the other), and bring about equality, opportunity and justice.
A noted physician, author and speaker, Delany partnered with Frederick
Douglass to publish the nation’s most powerful 19th century Black/abolitionist newspaper, the North Star, and was one of the single most important figures in providing the final straw that broke the back of the Confederacy—the
African American freedom fighter.
Delany not only convinced President Abe Lincoln to “integrate” the union
army with badly needed Black troops, but recruited thousands, and after being
named the nation’s first Black Army major, led them into battle.
Many historians credit the 170,000 African American troops as key to the
union’s eventual victory over the Confederacy. In other words, Martin Delany
saved the union!
If you want still another similarity between King and Delaney, they were
about the same stature (my height…short) and possessed superior intellect
and vision (I’m probably short in that area).
They were also dedicated to the cause and willing to sacrifice their lives
for the betterment of their brethren.
So, why are we commemorating one during this cold and appropriate month
of January and not the other?
The answer may rest in the fact that King was an integrationist, seeking to
heal the nation’s racist wounds, hoping to take Americans to a place of higher
spiritual and moral consciousness.
King optimized non-violent protest to fight injustice. He used the Bible as
a shield and threatened so-called White Christians with eternal damnation if
they ignored the moral mandate of their religion (even if it condoned slavery).
Delany was willing to use any means necessary to obtain freedom and justice and fought for “JUST-US.” He didn’t waste energy trying to convince
bigots to atone, but instead with a revised edition of the Bible in his back
pocket, he stood with truth in one hand and a gun in the other to demand justice.
While King envisioned Black and White children playing, schooling and
praying together, Delany is considered the nation’s first Black Nationalist.
That means he told his followers to build their own playgrounds, schools and
churches.
He didn’t oppose “integration,” but felt it was more important to stand as
equals.
As such, he led a national crusade to instill ethnic pride in African Americans—those chained and those who falsely believed they were unshackled.
He introduced to many of them their true African heritage. Contrary to what
they had been taught and tortured into believing, they didn’t leave Africa as
slaves, and in fact were the descendants of greatness, the inventors of math,
science and medicine.
He championed the cause for reparations and encouraged African Americans to build their own communities and to control the institutions that impacted their lives.
Eventually, however, he came to the realization that Africans would never
be treated justly in America and that bigotry was in the American DNA.
As a physician, he probably surmised there was no cure for bigotry and we

New Beginnings

Candle light vigils and personal city laid
memorials line our cities as reminders.
These are reminders that we all need to
do much better-and that some of our best
is just not good enough to protect our
brothers and sisters.

We must stop allowing our family members to be physically
taken from us. We must stand up and build strength from the
love, as well as, on the love we had and have for them all. For
those that are here and for those that are gone, we must rejoice
in rhythms of togetherness so as to stop having to always dance
to those sad songs.
Our children are dying, not just crying. Demanding that everyone step their respect game up, they are saying by their display
of affection, compassion and displeasures of the many different
types of negative behaviors. Even without words, please remember us.
Please help end this man-made, manipulated society that created civil type war and is also being ignored.

SIGNIFYIN’

—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

Dr. Martin Luther King

Dr. Martin Delany

should seek another recourse.
Thus, a half century before Marcus Garvey, Delany led a “B(l)ack to
Africa” movement. His slogan was “Africa for Africans,” and he went so far
as to purchase a ship and make arrangements with government officials in
Liberia (the native home of his grandparents) to carve out a settlement there.
(Totally by coincidence, I recently learned that my family had roots in
Liberia as well.)
Few in Black History—American His-story for that matter—can equal Delany’s achievements and contributions.
So, why, you’re probably asking…again!—even if you’re among the majority of African Americans who five minutes ago had no idea who Delany
was—why isn’t there a commemoration for him, if not by America, then by
us?
Let me answer that question with a question. Aside from his obvious contributions, why is King so revered? Why has America—the Man—given us
King, ignored the contributions of other historic Black civil rights leaders including Delany, and Douglass and Robert Smalls (another history maker you
probably haven’t heard of, huh), whose contributions equal that of King.
Actually, the answer was given in the previous paragraph. It is not about
contributions, be instead about process and philosophy.
Delany is not spoken of in detail or beyond superficiality in government
schools for the same reason little is taught about Marcus Garvey or Denmark
Vesey, or Nat Turner. Hell, for that matter, include John Brown as a hero to
Black America. He jump-started the Civil War and challenged the Western
church and their theology.
Simply put, the structure—the Man, the establishment, the Illuminati—has
sought over the past 50 years to sanitize and rewrite American His-story and
to use it to placate and separate.
Central to this scheme (yeah, you can call it another Kwaku conspiracy
theory) it is essential to keep people of color politically, culturally and educationally impotent.
Cloud their judgment with false perceptions and reality and limit their
means for redress to a moral philosophy they can control through hyperbole
and deceit.
Moreover, but equally important, give them leaders of “their” choosing,
and tell them the election of one of their own, Barack Obama, signaled the
end of racism and injustice. Any perceived injustice or hurdle after the election is your own fault.
In other words, do any and everything necessary to ensure the civil rights
lion has no teeth and remains without vision.
Allowing him to step from under the shadow of slavery and to learn of
other options to achieve justice and opportunity has the potential to not just
upset the Poltical and cultural apple cart, but overturn it.
Black Nationalism, in particular, is dangerous. Lord Nyame, (that’s God’s
name to the uninformed) what would happen if Black folks prioritized supporting our own institutions, demanded controlling our schools and other institutions in our community?
(continued on page 7)

URBAN MY
DIALOGUE

By Torre “ToeJoe” Johnson

Yesterday’s echoes were heard. “Black Lives Matter! Black
Lives matters!” Today I often wonder do black people understand this quote.
Do they understand the shout? Did they get the note through
their pain or through their hurt?
Let it be known, this world of ours needs more and more love
received and shown. This world needs a great big hug because
it cannot continue relying entirely on hope without the labor of
love.
2018 has now ended. We must stay prepared now that a new
year has begun. Beginning with first recognizing that our truest
enemy has never been us.
We must also know that the lack of knowledge has been for
years a design to crush 2018 before and after. Please rest in peace
by knowing your struggle for peace and freedom continues
through us and that we will never ever give up.
Torre M Johnson Sr./XMEN UNITED LLC

IN THE WORDS OF THE DRUMMER...
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The quotes of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

“We have
before us the
glorious
opportunity to
inject a new
dimension of
LOVE into
the veins of
our
civilization.
—Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.,
AwakeFree.com

“True compassion is more than flinging a
coin to a beggar. It comes to see than an
edifice which produces beggars needs
restructuring.”—Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

BUCKS,
GOLDEN
EAGLES

WIN!
Marquette University
Golden Eagles
Guard Markus
Howard defends
against Myles Powell of Seton Hall (pictured left) as he
drives to the basket
during Marquette’s
win over the
Pirates, 70-66.
Milwaukee Bucks
Guard Malcolm (pictured at right) Brogdon bulls (no pun
intended) his way to
the basket against
the Miami Heat’s
Justise Winslow during the Bucks win
over the Miami, 12486.—PHOTOS BY

A tale of
two Martins

(continued from page 5)

BILL TENNESSEN

That’s the option Delany offered, and why he is excluded from His-story books.
Chances are had he lived today, he would have questioned the sincerity of those who will praise King and his
works, pay heed to the intellect and oratory skills of area
children, and maybe even sing the Black National Anthem, and then go home to their segregated suburbs.
Delany deserves to be more than a trivia question during Black History Month. I don’t foresee him being given
a national holiday, but that doesn’t stop us from demanding a chapter about him and Frederick Douglass in their
His-story books, propaganda we pay for through our tax
dollars and silence.
And more importantly, we should make it a priority to
discuss the methodology and philosophy, not just the contributions, of Black leaders in our households.
It is our responsibility to explain to our children that
there were others who fought for justice besides King,
that there was a Civil Rights Movement before and after
Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat (and would have
been even if she had taken a cab).
Unfortunately, there are few households like mine,
where Kwanzaa is more than a notation on my Black oriented calendar, and Black and American history is taught

to my children from a different perceptive.
Fortunately, three of my children attended Harambee
and sat at the feet of the late educator, historian and
teacher of African antiquity Taki Raton and others of like
mind.
But that’s not the case in most Black households today,
where the Black heroes and role models are not Delany
and Douglass, but instead Snoop Doggy Dud and Cony’all West.
I use social media to educate our folks on America’s
true history and our place in the universe. I tag it as Wisdom Wednesday and Wisdom Weekend and you can
check it out on my Facebook and Twitter accounts
(@Mikelholt and @Signifyinh).
Obviously, that not enough. But it’s a start, and I’m imploring y’all to join me by doing likewise, or something,
anything to advance us.
Refer to each other as brother and sister, instead of nigger (n-word) and bitch (b-word). Demand accountability
of the school system through a five-word text. Tell a
Black child they were Nyame’s true chosen.
When we finally understand why Delany should receive the accolades, we—and they—bestow on King, we
will be one step closer to the dream both shared.
Hotep.

Census survey reveals
Milwaukee remains
U.S. most segregated
(continued from front page)

New York, Black populations
tended to remain more concentrated in central cities, entrenched
residential patterns persisted in
contrast to tose in growing parts of
the South and the West.
By the 2013-2017 period, these
areas still ranked among the most
segregated, though segregation levels declined in each since 2000.
Even so, at least three in our Black
residents in Milwaukee (which had
the highest level of segregation of
the 12 cities surveyed in this period
at 79.8), New York and Chicago
would need to relocate in order to
live in fully integrated neighborhoods with Whites.
In another four areas—Detroit,
Cleveland, Buffalo, and St.
Louis—seven in 10 Black Americans would have to relocate to live
in a completely integrated neighborhood with Whites.
(Editor’s note: Though it is not
mentioned in the report, segregation is not necessarily synonymous
with racism. Some African Americans, for example, prefer to live
among other Black people for cultural or social reasons. Which is not
to say that perceptions of prejudice
and racism doesn’t play a factor in

most cases.
Milwaukee has a history of racial
polarization. Housing patterns were
determined by legal covenants
prompting the open housing
marches of the 1960s.
The school desegregation battle
illuminated White suburban fears
and prejudices against African
Americans.)
The survey found that between
2013 and 2017, the average White
resident of the nation’s 100 largest
metropolitan areas lived in a neighborhood that was 72% White. That
White share declined from 79% in
2000.
On average, Whites were exposed to less racial diversity than
existed in these metropolitan areas
overall, which were 64% White in
2000 and 55% in 2013-2017.
Much of the increase in White
exposure to non-Whites was attributable to a rise in Hispanic neighbors. The average White resident’s
neighborhood was 12.2% Hispanic
in 2013-2017, up from 8.5% Hispanic in 2000. There were smaller
increases in these neighborhoods
for Blacks, Asians, and other nonWhite racial groups.
The trend toward greater neighborhood diversity occurred for
Blacks as well. The average Black

resident of the 100 largest metropolitan areas lived in a neighborhood that was 45% Black in
2013-2017, down from 52% in
2000. (Black Americans comprised
14% of all large metropolitan residents in both years.)
Yet the White population share of
that neighborhood remained almost
exactly the same as in 2000. The increased diversity was mainly attributable to Hispanics, who comprised
17% of the average Black resident’s neighborhood in 2013-2017,
up from 12% in 2000.

“We are
the Drum!”

(continued from front page)
except for the matinee show on Sunday, February 24, which starts at 4
p.m. The cost for these shows is $10.
Advance tickets can be purchased at
Rise and Shine Café, 2737 N. Martin Luther King Drive, from 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m.; Marshall High School,
Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to
7 p.m.; and online at
Eventbrite.com. For more information about the production, call 414807-7322 or 414-255-9020; or go to
CAPITA’s website, www.capitaproductions.com.
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In wake of R. Kelly doc what
Black men can do to hold
ourselves accountable
(continued from page 5)

provide trust and comfort. And that really isn’t as difficult as some of you
fools make it out to be.
Check Your Boys
It’s easy (for me, anyway) to flame the dude on Facebook you know
from college but aren’t cool with in real life and talk about his mama when
he defends R. Kelly. It’s a different thing entirely to check the perspectives
of your boys when they toss around troubling perspectives in the privacy
of conversation with you.
The safe spaces that friends provide are essential, but if you know your
boy really does think that 14-year-old girl “asked for it,” the onus is on
you to help him course-correct his dumb-ass perspective.
Maybe Stop Lining R. Kelly’s Pockets
Whether we should continue listening to music that R. Kelly contributed
to in any way is subjective and, ultimately, an asinine conversation on
which to focus.
However, I believe that anything that continues to put money in his
pocket is a tacit acceptance of his behavior – that includes streaming his
music on the likes of Spotify and Apple Music (which has seen a spike
since the documentary).
I won’t deign to tell you what to do with your money, but if you’re paying
to see the concert performance of a dude who is still controlling women in
2019…why?
———————Dustin J. Seibert is a native Detroiter living in Chicago. Miraculously,
people have paid him to be aggressively light-skinned via a computer keyboard for nearly two decades. He loves his own mama slightly more than
he loves music and exercises every day only so his French fry intake
doesn’t catch up to him. Find him at his own site, wafflecolored.com.
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“A MAN WHO STOPS
ADVERTISING TO SAVE
MONEY IS LIKE A MAN WHO
STOPS A CLOCK TO SAVE
TIME!” —HENRY FORD

Don’t STOP your business from
PROFITING and GROWING! Place YOUR
display or classified ad in YOUR
Milwaukee Community Journal!
Call 414-265-5300! or go to
advertising@milwaukeecommunityjournal.com or our website:
milwaukeecommunityjournal.com
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